
Cable Tie and D-Ring Kit Instructions 
by Jaime Jackson 

The purpose of this kit is to correctly secure the back of a gusseted hay bag to a hay pole. Using two 
kits would enable one to secure two of these hay bags to a single pole, analogous to hanging two 
netted hay bags to the same Hay Pole’s swivel snap. Read the entire directions before proceeding. 

2. Secure d-ring to cable tie as shown. The 
loop (circumference) formed should be 
wide enough to slip over the bottom end 
of the hay pole. The flat end of the d-ring 
faces the cable tie. 

cap 
eye bolt 
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1. a) Remove hay pole from t-post, and then the hay bag and all hardware except the eye-bolt from 
the hay pole.  b) From bottom edge of hay pole, measure up 29 inches (74 cm) and mark a dot with 
a Sharpie pen; if there’s a coupler on the bottom of the hay pole, either remove it before measuring 
or subtract two additional inches from your measurement (29 in — 2 inches= 27 in.). Note that the 
dot should align with the center of the eye bolt. This is important because our objective is to con-
nect the snap at the back of the hay bag to this point on the hay pole. I rest the top of the hay pole 
on the edge of a small cardboard box, where I’ve cut out a small notch to rest the pole in for stabil-
ity when measuring. You should probably do this work on a flat table top or work bench like I do.  

3. a) Slide cable tie and d-ring up from the 
bottom of the hay pole. Stop as shown 
just below the dot you marked in Step 1. 
b) Using finger strength, pull the cable tie 
snug (but not real tight) against the pole; 
center the d-ring as shown. The tension 
on the cable tie should be enough to hold 
the d-ring in place. We’ll really tighten it 
down just ahead. 
 

cont’d on the next page 
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4. a) Next, slide the cable tie and d-ring up 
over the dot. The d-ring should be cen-
tered over the dot as shown. b) Go ahead 
now and pull on the cable tie with your 
fingers to lock the d-ring in place. We’ll 
really clamp it down in the next step. 

5. As you can see from the kit, my cable ties 
are very heavy duty, which are needed to keep 
the horses from yanking the bag free  from 
the pole. I use a “heavy duty cable tie 
tool” (image) to tighten down the cable tie 
because I do a lot of it. This tool ratchets the 
cable tie down with great force. You can ap-
proximate it with pliers, but not like the tool, 
which also cuts off the end of the tie. Other-
wise, you’ll need to use a hoof nipper, heavy 
duty scissors, or a really sharp knife to cut the 
end off. If you’re going to do a lot of hay 
poles, I’d get a tool, which must fit my .48 
inch (1.22 cm) wide cable ties. You can pur-
chase the same one I use here: https://www.
securecableties.com/heavy-duty-cable-tie-tool. 

6. Finished unit in two views. Excess cable 
has been cut off. The d-ring is able to swivel 
back and forth under the cable tie. The cable 
tie locking mechanism should be off to the 
side enough to not interfere with the d-ring 
and snap. 


